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Conversion Calculator
 Length   inch
mm

 
 =  0 mm 

 Pressure   bar
p.s.i
MPa

 
 =  0    bar
p.s.i
MPa




 Speed   ft/sec
m/sec

 
 =  0 m/s 

 Temp.   °C
°F

 
 =  0 °F 
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 Privacy OverviewWe do not use cookies to market or promote the interests of any third party.
For further information about cookies and how they are used, please visit www.aboutcookies.org.


 Strictly Necessary	GDPR Cookie Settings 	 moove_gdpr_popup		When this Cookie is enabled, these Cookies are used to save your Cookie Setting Preferences.
	If you disable this cookie, we will not be able to save your preferences. This means that every time you visit this website you will need to enable or disable cookies again.
	365 days duration. JSON data type.



  Enable or Disable Cookies   


 



 Functional	Hotjar	_hjSessionUser{site_id}		Hotjar cookie that is set when a user first lands on a page with the Hotjar script. It is used to persist the Hotjar User ID, unique to that site on the browser. This ensures that behavior in subsequent visits to the same site will be attributed to the same user ID.
	365 days duration. JSON data type.


	Hotjar	_hjSession{site_id}		A cookie that holds the current session data. This ensures that subsequent requests within the session window will be attributed to the same Hotjar session.
	30 minutes duration. JSON data type.


	Hotjar	_hjFirstSeen		This is set to identify a new user’s first session. It stores a true/false value, indicating whether this was the first time Hotjar saw this user. It is used by Recording filters to identify new user sessions.
	Stored for the session duration.


	Hotjar	ajs_anonymous_id		This cookie is set by Segment as a randomly generated ID for anonymous users.
	365 days duration.



More information on Hotjar cookies can be found here.
	wpml	icl_visitor_lang_js		Stores the redirected language. This cookie is enabled for all site visitors if you use the Browser language redirect feature.
	24 hours duration.


	wpml	wpml_browser_redirect_test		Tests if cookies are enabled. This cookie is enabled for all site visitors if you use the Browser language redirect feature.
	Stored for the session duration.



More information on WPML cookies can be found here.
  Enable or Disable Cookies   


 



 Analytical or performanceThis website uses the following additional cookies:
	Google Analytics	_gid		This cookie is set by Google Analytics used to distinguish users.
	24 hours duration.


	Google Analytics	_ga		This cookie is set by Google Analytics used to distinguish users.
	365 days duration.


	Google Tag Manager	__dc_gtm_UA-#		Used by Google Tag Manager to control the loading of a Google Analytics script tag. If Google Analytics is deployed via Google Tag Manager, this cookie will be named _dc_gtm_<property- id>.
	24 hours duration.



More information on Google cookies can be found here.
To opt out of being tracked by Google Analytics please visit http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout.
Cookies other than strictly necessary cookies can only be used where you have given consent to their use and you may withdraw your consent at any time to such cookies by altering your cookies preferences below:
  Enable or Disable Cookies   


 



 Policy overviewOur website uses “cookies” to distinguish you from other users of our website. Cookies are small files of letters and numbers that we store on your browser or the hard drive of your computer if you agree. Cookies contain information that is transferred to your computer’s hard drive. Cookies cannot tell us information such as your email address, which we can only collect where you tell us, for example if you submit an enquiry to us.
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